PART 1. PLEASE FILL OUT WEEKLY. Rate the six sessions.

POOR CHOICE ——— EXCELLENT

COMMENTS:

1. What’s Eating America
   1 2 3 4 5

2. Anonymous Food
   1 2 3 4 5

3. Farming for the Future
   1 2 3 4 5

4. You Are What You Eat
   1 2 3 4 5

5. Towards a Just Food System
   1 2 3 4 5

6. Choices for Change
   1 2 3 4 5

Were the following articles helpful? Circle “Y” if we should use the article next time or “N” if we should look for better reading material. Leave blank if you didn’t read it or have no opinion.

COMMENTS:

1. What’s Eating America
   “Organic, Local and Everything Else”  ................. Y N
   “Navigating the Catch of the Day” ..................... Y N
   “The Anxiety of Eating” ................................. Y N
   “Sunday Dinner” .......................... Y N
   “Inheritance” .......................... Y N
   “Gathering Indigo” .......................... Y N
   “The Pleasures of Eating” .......................... Y N

2. Anonymous Food
   “On Trial: Industrial Agriculture”  ..................... Y N
   “Food Counts” .......................... Y N
   “Your Food Doesn’t Come from the Store”  .......... Y N
   “The SUV in the Pantry” ............................. Y N
   “Rethinking the Meat Guzzler” ........................ Y N
   “Mean or Green?” .......................... Y N
   “Big Organic Inc.” .......................... Y N
   “The Potato” .......................... Y N

3. Farming for the Future
   “Can Organics Save the Family Farm” .................. Y N
   Excerpt from Deep Economy .......................... Y N
   “Lawn to Farm” .......................... Y N
   “High Priest of the Pasture” .......................... Y N
   “Why Don’t We Have Gardens Like This?” ............ Y N
   “Making Food Deserts Bloom” .......................... Y N
   “Look Mommy, There’s Our Farmer” .................. Y N
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4. **You Are What You Eat**
   - “Unhappy Meal” .................. Y N
   - “The Illusion of Safe and Clean” .................. Y N
   - “Five Easy Ways to Go Organic” .................. Y N
   - “Food Without Thought” .................. Y N
   - “Making Informed Food Choices” .................. Y N

5. **Towards a Just Food System**
   - “Creating Scarcity from Plenty” .................. Y N
   - “Beautiful Horizon” .................. Y N
   - “Growing Resistance” .................. Y N
   - “Local Food Policy Councils” .................. Y N
   - “Bananas” .................. Y N
   - “Breadbasket of Democracy” .................. Y N

6. **Choices for Change**
   - “When Eating Local Gets Personal” .................. Y N
   - “Local or Organic? A False Choice” .................. Y N
   - “Regional Cuisine and Sustainable Community” .................. Y N
   - “Slow Eating” .................. Y N
   - “A Grand Experiment” .................. Y N
   - “Returning Stories to the Modern Kitchen” .................. Y N
   - “Seed Banking” .................. Y N
   - Excerpt from *Small Wonder* .................. Y N

PART 2. PLEASE COMPLETE AT END OF COURSE.

Has the course made a difference in your life?  Yes   No   Please describe what actions you are taking or you plan to take in response to this course. ____________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Please list other articles or books that should be included in the course. Identify chapter(s)/page(s) and the session where they should be included. ____________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What has been the most valuable aspect of this course? ____________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Earth Institute volunteer will collect evaluations at the final session. If that does not work out, please send your completed evaluation to NWEI, 317 SW Alder Street, Suite 1050, Portland, OR 97204. Thank you for your participation!